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The system techs in Walla Walla, Pendleton & La Grande 
were able to utilize a Quiver meter that was loaned to us from 
03/25/13 through 04/25/13. During this time, they used the 
meter to find and fix CPD issues in the nodes where we have 
had intermittent problems in the past. In each case, the meter 
gave them an accurate footage reading and walked them right 
to CPD events in the plant. Having this meter gave them the 
ability to fix these issues on the first trip, rather than having to 
be in the right place at the right time.
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Node 34 has had intermittent CPD issues for years. In the past CPD issues 
have been found and fixed, however the majority of the time, issues have 
generally cleared or been scared away before they can be tracked down. 
Much of the plant in this node is aerial rear easement making it more time 
consuming to access each location and thus allowing more time for the CPD 
to drop below the noise floor, making it impossible to see. These situations 
are equally frustrating to my techs as well as the customers. I could not even 
begin to guess how many truck rolls we have made to this node over the 
years just to deal with CPD problems.

Starting at the node, my techs tracked down each CPD event that the Quiver 
meter found. In many cases they went directly from the node, straight to 
the location where the CPD was being generated. In the course of 2 ½ days 
they found and fixed 11 CPD events ranging from bad EOL terminators to bad 
passive devices to bad amplifier housings.

The picture below is of a bad DC‐8 that was found by Brent S. At the end 
of a day spent in node 34 chasing noise, he measured a CPD event while 
at the node and noted the footage to the event so that he could return in 
the morning and fix the issue. He went straight to the event the following 
day and discovered a DC‐8 
that had been blown up by 
a power strike but the face 
plate had been changed out. 
It didn’t distort the sweep 
at all, but the Quiver meter 
walked him right to this 
problem. Since these issues 
have been fixed, node 34 has 
not had any issues with CPD.
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There was a Tier II ticket open in this node for over 3 weeks, due to CPD 
that was very intermittent. The noise floor would elevate and knock modems 
offline, and then within just a few minutes, it would drop and disappear. This 
is almost impossible to find just using a spectrum analyzer. You have to be 
lucky enough to be at the right place at the right time. My techs don’t have 
the ability to spend hours waiting around in a node watching the noise floor, 
hoping that they will be able to see the problem, and have enough time to 
track it before it vanishes again. They would do their best to monitor node 22
throughout the day and rush out there whenever they saw a problem, but 
usually it was gone by the time they got out there. This was very frustrating 
for my techs and for our customers alike.

Brent S. took the Quiver meter to the node and checked all four legs. There 
was only one CPD event on one of the distribution legs at about 1000 feet. 
He looked at his system prints, did the math and drove straight to an EOL. 
This is what he found.

He tightened the seizure 
screw and there have not 
been any issues in KW0220 
since then. With a Quiver 
meter he was able to fix in 
5 min what had eluded him 
for over 3 weeks.
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This node in La Grande has had intermittent CPD issues for a long time. 
Using the quiver meter Scott H. was able to locate and repair many issues in 
the plant. One of the more difficult issues to find was in a port on the back of 
a bridger module. Using the Quiver meter he saw an event at 1800 feet from 
a trunk amp. He moved 1800 feet to the next trunk amp and saw the event at 
just a couple feet. He was able to isolate which leg the problem was on by 
pulling and rotating the feedermaker. He was able to do this without scaring 
the CPD away because of how 
deep this meter looks into the 
noise floor. Here is what he 
found. The port on the left is 
charred from arcing against the 
seizure screw pin.
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This node in Pendleton has had CPD issues for as long as I can remember. 
Using the Quiver meter for one afternoon, Luke A. and Johnny M. found & 
repaired 12 CPD events. They found a bad amp housing, corroded taps, bad 
EOL terminators and lots of tarnished & oxidized pin connectors.
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In conclusion, this 
meter helped us 
find numerous 
problems in all of 
the three systems 
that we used it in. 
I could list many 
more examples of 
problems that we 
found, these are 

just a few. Having this meter 
in our systems would increase 
my tech’s efficiency, and save 
an unbelievable amount of 
time. It would also allow us to 
be truly proactive rather than 
reactive, and fix issues before 
they affect our customers.

John N.
Tech Ops Supervisor
Charter NW KMA
(Testing done in Walla Walla, WA and surrounding areas)
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